AFMS New Programs Competition  
2022 Scoring Sheet

Title ___________________________________  Class Entered ____________________
Entered by ____________________________________

1. **Educational/Entertainment Value**  Max. Score 30.  Your score________

   Accuracy of facts, names, locations; Educational value – exploring an area of interest, has clear demonstrations, shows a new technique or upgrades an old technique; story is complete, not over-done with information (has just enough to make the viewer want to learn more); specifically appeals to a target audience.

2. **Presentation**  Max. Score: 40.  Your score________

   The production is of high quality; it is well-photographed (has clear pictures, no shaking of pictures, sharp focus, centered in the focal frame, well lighted); there are no distractions in the picture frame; proper use of fades and dissolves between pictures; Narration is clearly spoken and easily heard; no over-use of creative or artistic visual effects; there is good continuity with the narration going from one picture or area to another; good use of music (if used).

3. **Special Requirements**  Max.Score: 20.  Your score________

   These are the Extra Considerations: Good use of sub-titles (such as proper names of people or places, mineral samples names are printed on a small card for identification, unusual words spelled out and/or phonetically displayed); use of maps or charts for directions; graphic depiction of statistics; good use of color.

4. **Organization**  Max.Score: 10.  Your Score:________

   This shows that the materials are logically presented; there is good use of the credits (must have an opening title, subtitles as needed, credit to sources used, ending slide); narration flows smoothly.

5. **Extra Credit**  Max Score: 5. Your Score________

   This score is not required, but may be given by the judge for what the judge considers to be anything exceptional in the program, or is above and beyond the expected norm. The Judge must explain their reasoning.

Scoring totals……………………………Maximum total score: 100  Your Score ____________
Extra Points ___________

Judges Signature ____________________________  Total Points for this entry __________


COMMENT SHEET

Judges, please give positive and negative comments about the production. This will help the producer to know the strengths and weakness of the program.
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6. Any other comments: